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+13603360951

A comprehensive menu of Ristretto Coffee Lounge Wine from Mount Vernon covering all 15 menus and drinks
can be found here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What User likes about Ristretto Coffee Lounge Wine:
On my last trip to Washington we were introduced into this amazing café! Perfect for a cold weather. The

ambience is relaxing and colorful (the walls are decorated with works of art from a local painter). The Vanilla
Cappuccino is TO THE FOR! The paninis were delicious and very full (we shared a plate and it was more than

enough). The only bad thing is that I have to wait 7 months to protect it. read more. As a visitor, you can use the
WLAN of the restaurant at no extra cost. Ristretto Coffee Lounge Wine from Mount Vernon is a comfortable

coffee house, where you can enjoy a snack or cake with a hot coffee or a hot chocolate, You'll find scrumptious
South American dishes also in the menu. If you have not much hunger, you can treat yourself to one of the tasty

sandwiches, a small salad or another snack, Furthermore, the visitors of the establishment enjoy the large
variety of the differing coffee and tea specialities that the establishment has available.
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Ic� crea�*
VANILLA

Restauran� Categor�
AMERICAN

Drink�
GLASS OF WINE

DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

TURKEY

Ingredient� Use�
MILK

BUTTER

PEANUT BUTTER

PESTO

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

VANILLA CAPPUCCINO

ESPRESSO

MOCHA

COFFEE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00-18:00
Tuesday 07:00-18:00
Wednesday 07:00-18:00
Thursday 07:00-20:00
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Saturday 07:00-20:00
Sunday 08:00-18:00
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